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Familial Mediterranean fever (FMF) is an autosomal recessive disorder, characterised by short, recurrent
attacks of fever with abdominal, chest or joint pain and erysipelas-like erythema. It is an ethnically
restricted genetic disease, found commonly among Mediterranean populations, as well as Armenians,
Turks, Arabs and Jews. Traditionally, Italians have been considered little affected by FMF, despite the
geographical position of Italy (northern Mediterranean basin) and the migratory changes in its
population. The objective was to characterise the demographic, clinical and genetic features of FMF in
Italy. Patients of Italian origin were recruited from those referred to Italian-French medical centres for
FUO (Fever of Unknown Origin) or ‘surgical’ emergencies; clinical history, genealogy and physical
examination were recorded; all other possible infectious, neoplastic, auto-immune and metabolic
diseases were excluded. Mutational analysis of the gene responsible for FMF (MEFV on 16p13.3) was
performed, after which geno-phenotypical correlations were established. Italian FMF patients, 40 women
and 31 men, aged from 3 to 75 years, have shown all the clinical manifestations indicative of FMF
described in the literature, but with a lower incidence of amyloidosis. The genetic tests have been
contributive in 42% of cases. The frequency of each different mutation has been similar to that found in a
series of ‘endemic’ countries. The geno-phenotypical correlations have suggested the existence of
genetic and/or environmental modifier-factors. Among Italians FMF seems to be more frequent than was
believed in the past. The data presented are consistent with their geographical location and their history.
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Background and objectives
Familial Mediterranean fever (FMF) is an autosomal reces-

sive disorder characterised by short, recurrent bouts of

fever, accompanied by pain in the abdomen, chest or joints,

and an erysipelas-like erythema.1 It is an ethnically

restricted genetic disease commonly found among Jews

originating in North African countries, Armenians, Turks,

and Arabs.2 The predisposing gene has been localised on

chromosome 16p13.3. Using the ‘positional cloning’

approach, a French and an international consortium, in

parallel and independently, isolated the MEFV (Mediterra-

nean fever gene3,4) in the summer of 1997; the encoded

protein was named Marenostrin/Pyrin. Although mutations

in MEFV recently have been found to cause FMF, the exact

pathogenesis of the disease remains unclear; indeed several

authors have suggested that other modulating genes or

environmental trigger factors, possibly specific for every

population, should be studied.

Generally the evaluated estimation of disease in Mediterra-

nean populations ranges from 1 : 256 among North African

Jews to 1 : 500 among Armenians and Israelis;2 therefore the
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clinical diagnosis of FMF among these populations is

enhanced by a known prevalence of the disease. Instead, in

Italy, it was long considered a very rare disease, in spite of its

Mediterranean location; until now very few papers reported

Italian cases of FMF;5 – 9 therefore a long delay is commonly

observed before diagnosis of FMF in Italian patients.10

To estimate the prevalence of this disease among Italians,

a consortium of Italian and French centres selected from

subjects with fever of unknown origin (FUO), a number of

patients who remained undiagnosed after accurate exclu-

sion of infectious, metabolic, autoimmune and neoplastic

diseases. They were predominantly affected by relapsing

fever and their blood samples were sent to the referral

Centre (Laboratoire de Génétique Moléculaire et Chromoso-

mique, Hôpital A. de Villeneuve, Montpellier, France) to be

tested for MEFV mutations.

Closely following the pattern of autosomal recessive

inheritance, FMF is recognised by two phenotypically inde-

pendent manifestations: (1) acute, short-lasting painful,

febrile attacks of peritonitis, pleuritis, or arthritis, and (2)

nephropathic amyloidosis, which can lead to terminal renal

failure even at a young age. Although clinical manifesta-

tions appear early in life (in half of the patients before

age 10), they can be confused with a variety of diseases.

Diagnosis requires an awareness of FMF prevalence in the

population; this explains the frequent diagnostic delay. The

identification of FMF is based on clinical findings, family

history, physical examination and laboratory results

obtained from patients experiencing attacks. The genetic

characterisation, confirming the diagnosis in 60 – 80% of

FMF patients, is very important because it allows epidemio-

logical surveys. Moreover, in atypical cases genetic analysis

may prove to be very useful;11 particularly amyloidosis can

affect undiagnosed and untreated FMF patients. Its early

stage is recognised by the appearance of proteinuria.

Colchicine treatment, introduced in 1972,12 in a dose of

1 – 2 mg/day on a continuous basis, has been found to

prevent attacks in most patients and amyloidosis in all

patients.13 However, amyloidosis is still encountered in

uncompliant patients and in those with diagnostic delay.14

The present study will prove to be useful in avoiding

diagnostic delay and preventing a number of complications

such as undue surgery and dialysis for renal failure. More-

over, although the prevalence can only be calculated from

a general population screening, this investigation can

provide an indirect estimation of FMF among Italians.

Design, setting, patients and measurements
Patients with FUO were referred to our Centres from 1999 for

further evaluation; history and physical examination were

recorded and all infectious, autoimmune, neoplastic, meta-

bolic causes of recurrent fever and abdominal/articular/

thoracic pain were excluded by clinical, laboratory and

instrumental examinations. The patients have been chosen

among people referred for fever of unknown origin (FUO)

or (in a few cases) for surgical emergency. The diagnosis of

FUO has been made according to Petersdorf and Beeson15

criteria modified by Durack and Street.16 Among criteria

proposed for FMF diagnosis, we have chosen those of Tel-

Hashomer13 (rather than criteria of Arthritis and Rheuma-

tism17 or Sohar18 et al. and Eliakim et al. criteria),19 because

they include the phenotype II, attacks with only fever,

secondary manifestations like orchitis and erysipelas and

the presence of FMF disease in a first degree relative. Data

on fever, abdominal pain, other serosal involvements, renal

function and skin lesion, in personal and familial history,

were recorded; for every patient a genealogy was established.

On the basis of Tel-Hashomer criteria, selected patients

are divided into three groups: S (sure): certain clinical diag-

nosis in the presence of two major criteria or one major and

two minor criteria; P (probable): clinical diagnosis was

considered probable in the presence of one major and one

minor criterium or two minor criteria; I (improbable): clin-

ical diagnosis was considered improbable in the presence of

only one minor or one major criterium.

It is important to stress that some patients do not yet

take Colchicine, so the major criterium ‘Response to

Colchicine’ is not applicable. Some of these patients have

been defined ‘probable’ but it is very likely that they are

‘sure’. However, they are ‘sure’ according to Arthritis and

Rheumatism criteria.

Moreover, it is extremely difficult to evaluate the

response to therapy for a disease, such as familial Mediter-

ranean fever with clinical swinging in her own natural

course and widely unknown trigger factors. Finally, genea-

logic information is not available for all patients; but

‘FMF in a first-degree relative’ is a minor criterium, so its

influence is mild.

All patients underwent genetic analysis of the FMF locus

on 16p13.3. A routine genetic test was applied as previously

described.20 Briefly, DNA samples were amplified for exon

10 and 2. Mutations in exon 10 were screened by denatur-

ing gradient gel electrophoresis and confirmed by either

amplification refractory mutation system or after digestion

with appropriate restriction enzyme. E148Q (exon 2) was

specifically searched by digestion with Ava1.

According to genetic test results, we again classified the

patients in 7 groups (Table 1): S++ (certain genetic and clinical

Table 1 Patients subdivided according to Tel-Hashomer
criteria and genetic analysis results

S++ P++ S+ P+ S P I

16 3 6 2 15 16 5

(S++ certain genetic and clinical diagnosis; S+ probable genetic
diagnosis and certain clinical diagnosis; P++ certain genetic and
probable clinical diagnosis P+ probable genetic and probable
clinical diagnosis; S genetic non contributive and certain clinical
diagnosis; P genetic non contributive and probable clinical
diagnosis; I genetic non contributive and improbable clinical
diagnosis).
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diagnosis): group S with two mutations; S+ (probable genetic

diagnosis and certain clinical diagnosis): group S with one

mutation; P++ (certain genetic and probable clinical diagnosis):

group P with two mutations; P+ (probable genetic and prob-

able clinical diagnosis): group P with one mutation; S

(genetic non contributive and certain clinical diagnosis): group

S with no mutation found with our routine genetic test; P

(genetic non contributive and probable clinical diagnosis): group

P with no mutation found with our routine genetic test; I

(genetic non contributive and improbable clinical diagnosis):

group I with no mutation found with our routine genetic

test; this type of patient was considered not affected by

FMF. Further, we classified our patients according to the

Tel-Hashomer Severity Score.13 And retrospectively analysed

this group to correlate genotype to phenotype.

Finally, we followed these patients by serial, clinical,

physical and laboratory examinations to assess the natural

history of their disease, to diagnose complications, and to

evaluate response to therapy.

We divided the patients according to response to therapy

as follows: best response disappearance of attacks for long

periods (41 year); good response decrease of frequency, dura-

tion and intensity of attacks 475%; partial response decrease

in frequency, duration and intensity of attacks from 75 –

25% or lack of some previous symptoms (i.e. fever but

not abdominal pain or joint pain but no fever, and so

on); minimal response very mild change in clinical features;

525%; non responders Colchicine ineffective.

Results
We collected 71 subjects, all of Italian origin; 32 were

referred to the ‘A. Gemelli’ Polyclinic; all of them (or their

parents) came from southern or central Italy; while the

remaining 39 were referred to other Italian or French medi-

cal centres; all excluded non Italian ancestry. The subjects

are 40 women and 31 men, from 3 to 75 years old; age

distribution is shown in Table 2.

The towns of provenance are known for 38 patients and

their location is marked on a map of Italy (Figure 1).

The age at onset of disease is widely variable; most

patients began having symptoms when they were under

30 years of age (61/71; 90%) with three peaks of frequency;

a few of them when they were from 5 to 10 years old (6

patients; 8.4%) and a few when they were over 30 years

old (four patients; 5.6%). Data for onset age are not avail-

able for six patients (details in Figure 2).

In our group the more affected sex is female (40 versus

31).

In most cases our patients started to have symptoms

early in their life: 64% under 20 years of age. An early

onset, also in our group, increases the risk of a severe

disease. These subjects have shown attacks of fever up to

408C, more once than per mensem, lasting about 4 days

(with some exceptions). Also skin lesions have been very

common in this group (seven patients with cutaneous

involvement had an early onset of disease), as well as oral

aphtosis (six patients with oral manifestations had an early

onset of disease).

Regarding the Severity Score, not all subjects proved

valuable for this endpoint, sometimes because of shortage

of available data (eight patients), or because they had not

yet started Colchicine, one of the score-keys (29 patients).

Most (20/33, 66%) were affected by a moderate form of

disease; 8/33 (24%) by a mild form; and only five patients

by severe disease (score 410); however, nobody exceeded

a score of 14. This score was obtained in a 40 year-old

woman with onset at two years of age with frequent attacks

(two or three per week), mainly peritoneal attacks, but also

with early renal involvement and itching without skin

lesions, chronic hip arthritis and pericardial thickening.

Genetically, she is the patient with the first non-sense,

probably dominant MEFV mutation.21

In our group, the attacks have been widely varied: not

always presenting the same characteristics in terms of

symptoms, frequency and duration even in the same

Figure 1 Distribution within the peninsula of the Italian pa-
tients affected by FMF (regions of provenance); note the high
density in central-southern Italy.

Table 2 Age distribution in our series

Age No patients (%)

0 – 20 years 18 (25)
21 – 30 years 8 (11)
31 – 50 years 15 (21)
450 years 11 (15)
Unknown 19 (28)
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patient. The symptoms during the, so called, ‘free intervals’

often have proved as important as the attacks themselves.

In particular, it is necessary to stress the spontaneous or

exercise-induced myalgias seriously influence the quality

of life of nine subjects, between one attack and another.

Our series shows the complete range of FMF manifesta-

tions described in the literature13 (Table 3).

We have found an impressive association in seven

women (in the group of women referred to the ‘A. Gemelli’

Polyclinic) between attacks and menses and between

menarche and the need for Colchicine. Colchicine need

increases significantly in the pre-menstrual period of many

women; e.g. a 14 year-old girl, who has been taking Colchi-

cine (0.5 mg/d) since she was 4 years old with good

response, after the menarche (from one month to another),

has required a fourfold dose increase (from 0.5 to 2 mg/

day). This correlation of attacks to menses could suggest

an estrogen modulation on the physiopathology of the

attacks.

Nine patients have another relative with almost analo-

gous symptoms in their family (six in a first-degree

relative). Consanguinity in the family is known in two cases

and it goes back three generations. Fever has been the main

symptom in 65/71 patients (92%, relative heterogeneity

0.2772); only 6/71 (8.5%) patients have had attacks without

fever.

The second symptom, in order of frequency, has been

abdominal pain (63/71; 91%). Two patients with pain in

the right hypocondrium have had also hyperbilirubinemia

(diagnosis of Gilbert’s jaundice) during attacks and one

other hyperchromic urine (hyperbilirubinemia with biliru-

binuria, without cholelithiasis). In the longest clinical

histories the patients have been submitted to emergency

surgery during attacks, due to missing diagnosis. One

young girl underwent surgery 13 times because of suspected

pathology of appendix, gall bladder or ovary, pelvis bone or

iatrogenic complications of surgery (fistula, abscess). A

specific index of clinical suspicion for FMF may be an early

appendicectomy without the disappearance of attacks of

‘acute abdomen’, (8/32 patients referred to the ‘A. Gemelli’

Polyclinic).

Joints have been involved in 45 patients (63.5%).

Thoracic pain, pleural or pericardial, has been

complained by 37 patients (52%).

In over 60% cases, abdominal and thoracic or articular

pain have been associated in the same attack.

We have observed two brothers, 13 and 17 years old,

suffering from orchitis (not parotitis virus related), as

further serosal involvement.

Generally, the renal function has not been compromised

in our group; only five patients (four women and one man)

have reported an early renal damage (microproteinuria);

they have a disease lasting 20, 13, 21, 40 and 25 years,

respectively.

Among other ‘minor’ manifestations, we observed urti-

carial or erysipelas-like lesions, even outside the time of

acute attacks (16 patients), myalgia (seven patients), spleno-

megaly (six patients). Moreover, we have observed that

these patients, generally, show frequent hypersensitivity

manifestations to drugs, foods and inhalants.

Among associated diseases or manifestations we recorded

Purpura of Henoch-Schoënlein (1) Kawasaki disease (1),

asthma (3), oral aphthosis (9), headache (6) and persistent

anaemia (3).

None of the fertile women has reported misconception,

abortion, premature birth or chromosomic diseases in the

new born.

Forty of these patients (56.3%) regularly take Colchicine

p.o. (0.5 – 3 mg/d). The longest treatment has lasted 22

years.

We have estimated the response to Colchicine in terms

of persistence/disappearance or frequency, duration and

intensity of attacks. 75% responded to Colchicine (best

response five patients, 7%; good response 12 patients,

59%; partial response seven patients, 9%). Only a majority

(16%) reached a minimal response (8%) or did not receive

any benefit at all (8%); these latter are taking the drug to

prevent amyloidosis. Data on 26 patients are not avail-

able.

The genetic test pointed out 29/71 (41%) patients with at

least one MEFV mutation. FMF was genetically ascertained

in 16/71 (23% of them). The genotype distribution of our

71 patients with FUO is shown in Table 4. We cannot

Figure 2 Age at onset in our series.

Table 3 Clinical manifestations of familial Mediterranean
fever: comparison between Italian (our series) and Israeli
patients

Clinical manifestations Italians Jews

Fever 92 90
Abdominal pain 91 90
Articular pain 65 75
Thoracic pain 52 45
Skin lesions 25 25
Myalgias 12 18
Renal lesions 7 90
Orchitis 3 4

Data about Israeli patients from Pras M, What is familial
Mediterranean fever? Familial Mediterranean fever II International
Conference, 3 – 7 May 2000, Antalya – Turkey).
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exclude that some of our patients had still unknown muta-

tions or rare mutations in other exons. The five most

frequent FMF-associated mutations (i.e. M694V, V726A,

M680I, M694I, and E148Q) were found in our Italian group.

We calculated the prevalence of MEFV mutations in

patients of the P+ group (two patients have R761H and

E148Q, respectively).

M694V was the most frequent mutation (16%), as in all

Mediterranean populations, followed by E148Q (14%) and

the common M680I G4C mutation (14%). The prevalence

of M694I, a mutation frequently encountered in Maghrebins,

and of the rare form of M680I (M680I G4A) was relatively

high in Italians (10 and 8% respectively). Other rare exon

10 mutations were also found: A744S, R761H and a stop

codon mutation Y688X.23 No complex allele was detected.

The following results, drawn from geno-phenotypical

correlations, are similar to those of other authors: (a)

M694V and M680I homozygotes and any type of compound

heterozygotes at these two codons confirmed their associa-

tion with a severe phenotype22 – 24 (7/9 patients showed a

high severity score, from moderate to severe 46; the patient

with FMF-associated Henoch-Schoënlein purpura belongs to

these, as well as two patients with microproteinuria); (b)

among the compound heterozygotes: M694V and M680I

confirmed a probable up-modulator effect on the other muta-

tion (the patient with M694V/M680I had the most severe

phenotype), while V726A and E148Q11 a suspected down-

modulator effect; (c) the patients with only one known muta-

tion, whatever it is, are not a phenotypically homogeneous

group, with a clinical picture ranging from short and few

attacks (6 – 7 in 10 years) in an Italo-British girl (E148Q) to

one long-lasting attack every second month with protracted

febrile myalgia in a ‘pure’ Italian patient (E148Q); (d) the clin-

ical picture of M694V ‘true’ heterozygotes includes early

onset (55 years), severe and frequent attack with fever and

every kind of serosytis, high responsivity to colchicine but

no amyloidosis or renal dysfunction; (e) we are able to

compare two girls of the same age, onset and genotype

(V726A, M694V), but of different ancestry, Armenian and

Italian; after 12 years of disease the Armenian (not included

in this present series) has already developed amyloidosis;

the Italian has not. So we may attribute these phenotypical

differences to their different genetic background and/or

environmental factors; (f) finally, the R761H heterozygote is

interesting from an epidemiological point of view: she is

the grand-daughter of another of our FMF patients, but they

have not the same mutation (grandfather: V726A/M680I). As

we can exclude a non-paternity, this data, along with the low

registered consanguinity in our group (only in two families)

may suggest that the prevalence of altered MEFV carriers is

high enough in Italy (genealogy tree in Figure 3).

Conclusions
In 1970, Reich CB and Franklin EC gave an account5 of a

family of Italian origin, affected by FMF (three consecutive

generations); at that time only four cases of FMF in Italians

were known (Brick and Cajigas, 1951; Calligaris, 1953;

Dormer and Hale, 1962). They suggested that ‘a survey

conducted among people of Italian ancestry could find

many more pedigrees with FMF’. Indeed in Italy there were

no systematic epidemiological surveys of FMF prevalence,

even if in the literature there were a few communications

about sporadic FMF cases.

Our group of Italian patients with FMF have several parti-

cular epidemiological, clinical and genetic characteristics:

(a) the more affected sex, for example, is female, not male

as in other countries; (b) there is a prevalence-gradient from

South to North with a major concentration of cases in the

Southern regions (the cases found in North of Italy are

mainly due to South-North emigration during the centu-

ries); (c) the clinical pattern is typical enough, so the long

diagnostic delay (mean 18 years+9) can be attributed

mainly to a non-popular knowledge of the disease; (d) the

evaluation of severity in comparison with genotype shows

a trend of decreasing severity from M694V homozygous,

through heterozygous compounds, down to E148Q hetero-

zygous; (e) if one looks at the frequency of the different

Severity Scores shown in Figure 4, it is clear enough that

Italian FMF-cases are not too severe (mild-moderate forms

represented 74% of the assessable patients – complete – ;

moreover, among the not-wholly assessable ones – incom-

plete – most are mild and, if the lacking data had the

maximum score, they would not exceed the moderate

range); (f) amyloidosis would seem a rare complication in

Italian patients, in spite of the fact that M694V mutation

is as frequent as in other people. Phenotype II, similarly,

is uncommon (nobody in our group, until now), but it

could be the result of misdiagnosis. Probably, an accurate

survey in dialysis-units could count enough cases of FMF-

Figure 3 Genealogy tree of an Italian family affected by FMF.
Grandfather (1) and grand-daughter (3) were genetically as-
sessed (compound heterozygous, M680I/V726A and single
heterozygous, R761H, respectively). The father of (3), son of (1)
is symptomatic, but he refused the genetic analysis. Surprisingly,
the grandfather and the grand-daughter don’t have the same
mutations.
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related amyloidosis among patients with chronic renal fail-

ure not otherwise explained. Guidelines to the biopsy in

patients with possible renal involvement should be imple-

mented taking into account renal dysfunction signs such

as microalbuminuria, in patients with FUO or abdominal

pain; (g) geno-phenotypically, the correlations between

clinics and the 4 more frequent MEFV mutations (M680I,

M694V, E148Q, V726A) were confirmed, but genetically

Italians have the highest percentage of unknown mutations

(32% versus 20% among Jews), at the moment.11

Are there some specific ‘Italian’ mutations? Or are they

the sum of the single amounts of unknown mutations of

the different ancient Mediterranean peoples from whom

they derive? In fact, there are at least five historical reasons

to account the presence of the FMF gene in the Central-

Southern regions of Italy (Figure 5).

1. Greek25 colonization of Sicily (VIII century B.D.) and

Southern Italy (VIII – VI centuries B.D.)

2. the Jewish diaspora after the destruction of Jerusalem’s

Temple (70 A.D.)

3. arrival of the early Christians in Rome under the Roman

Empire (they were people of various ancestry: Greek,

Jewish, North-African, etc) (I – II century A.D.)

4. Turkish colonization of little areas of eastern-southern

Italy (in X century A.D.)

5. the Arab conquest of Sicily in IX century A.D.

6. moreover, the ancient Etruscan inhabitants of Tuscania,

according to Herodotus, are considered descendants of

Phoenicians coming from the Eastern Mediterranean ba-

sin, before Greek colonization.

Our results confirm the conclusions of A. Piazza,26 which

stated that, before Roman domination, 1/10 – 15 inhabi-

tants of Italy had Greek ancestry. Italians, according to

Piazza, from a genetic point of view, should be considered

a mosaic of four ethnic groups: Greek, Etruscan, Ligurian

and Eastern-Italic. Indeed, most of our patients come from

the regions of ancient Magna Graecia (Calabria, Lucania,

Sicily, Apulia, Campania). On the basis of these observa-

tions, it would be useful to compare the frequency of

each different MEFV mutation among Greeks and Italians.

A subset of our patients come from Latium, the region

which includes Rome. Probably, our Latium’s cases have a

different ancestry, however, Jewish in addition to Greek.

Recently, Oddoux C and Guillen-Navarro E27 have demon-

Figure 5 The way familial Mediterranean fever arrived in Italy during the centuries.

Figure 4 Severity Score in our series according to Tel-Hashomer
key to FMF severity score (Pras M, What is Familial Mediterranean
fever? FMF II International Conference, 3 – 7 May, 2000).
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strated by a genetic study which has compared Ashkenazi

Jews and the Roman Jewish community, that MEFV muta-

tions, as well as mutations of Gaucher disease and

Connexine 26, are over 2000 years old. The Roman Jewish

community has been historically continuous in Rome since

pre-Christian times and may have been the progenitor of

the Ashkenazi Jewish community.

In conclusion, we demonstrated and genetically

confirmed that FMF does exist in Italy and is frequently

undiagnosed or a long delay precedes the diagnosis. Indeed

the history of these patients and their families involves

much suffering before finding the right diagnosis and treat-

ment.

A universally accepted definition of rare disease does not

exist, but the European Committee on rare diseases defines

a disease as rare when the prevalence is less than five per

10,000 inhabitants. To calculate the real prevalence in

Europe of Episodic Febrile diseases such as Hibernian fever,

FMF, PFAPA etc, health authorities should establish national

and European registries of such diseases.
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